
MY INCREDIBLE
SUPERHERO

Create your own superhero!

Superhero name:

Think about what your name tells you about your superhero – does it reveal their 
superpower?

Strengths and weaknesses:

Superpower:

Draw your incredible superhero! 
What are they wearing? Do they have a mask or a cape?
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SUPER-FUNNY
WRITING
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How to write your paragraph

Choose a scenario to get started: This could be a funny argument 
with a friend or sibling, a rescue mission that has gone wrong or 
a first meeting with your Evil Twin.

Include techniques such as repetition, silly words, exaggeration 
and funny dialogue to make your paragraph hilarious!

Use the example below, from My Brother is a Superhero, to help if 
you get stuck.Write a funny short paragraph about your superhero!

The most important five minutes in the history of the world and I had missed 
them because I needed a wee. “I bet if I’d been here, Zardoz the Decoder 
would have chosen me,” I grumped.
“His name was Zorbon the Decider. And you weren’t here.” Zack shrugged. 
“Should have held it in, shouldn’t you?”
It was so unfair! I was beyond acting like a normal, sensible person. 
“Get him back. Tell Bourbon the Diskdriver he made a mistake and he has to 
come back and give me superpowers too.”
“Zorbon the Decider,” corrected Zack once more.



SUPER-COOL
COMIC STRIP

Design your own comic strip, featuring your superhero!

Comic Speech Bubble Collection

Comic Speech Bubble Collection

Use speech 

bubbles

Comic Speech Bubble Collection

Comic Speech Bubble CollectionUse thought 
bubbles

Add sound 
effects!

Use punctuation to express 
confusion or alarm

What are your 
characters saying?!!!

???

How to design your comic
Plot your story: Think of a situation where your hero is facing 
a challenge or going on a journey – it could be a DRAMATIC 
showdown with their arch-enemy OR a FUNNY story about how 
they’re tidying their bedroom when they discover a time portal!
Tell the story in pictures: Draw each scene – keep your drawing 
simple so you can add facial expressions. Write what your character 
is saying or thinking using speech bubbles and add a short 
description if you’d like. 
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